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Atomic pair production by photons in the threshold region 
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New results ofrelatively high-precision measurements ,to study atomic pair production by photons in the threshold 
region together with some other previous measurements are presented for a critical eviiluation of the new 
calculations with corrections of Coulomb effect and atomic-electron screening effect in the low-energy pair 
production. This evaluation reveals the degree in which 'the theory is in greater agreement with measurements in the 
threshold region and inqicates the trend of cross sections as a function of atomic number and photon energy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A significant advance has been made in recent 
years in the theoretical calculations of atomic · 
pair production by photons, photoionization of 
atoms, and atomic coherent.and incoherent scat
tering of photons. The accuracy of cross sections 
from these calculations has greatly increased 
compared to the accuracy of earlfer calculations 
which have been employed in the analysis of pre
vious measurements of total and partial cross 
sections. Several of the "direct" measurements 
of the partial cross sections of the atomic pair
production process are subject to considerable 
inherent difficulties and uncertainty arising from 
poor statistics and consequently show wide var
iations in the data. A fe~ of the experiments in 
which agreement was found with old calculations 
should be reanalyzed in view of the latest theor
etical work of much reduced uncertainty. Mea-· 
surements of total cross sections from attenua-. . 
tion of photon beams in high-Z elements lead.to 
determination with relatively higher precision of 
the pair-production cross section through the use · 
of very accurate atomic cross sections of the 
competing processes. Since it has been difficult 
so far to avoid systematic-errors and improve 
statistics in the low-energy direct pa~r-production 
measurements, high-precision total cross-sec
tion experiments appear to deserve further atten
tion. In this paper we attempt a study of atom
ic .pa,tr production in the threshold region (1.02-

, 5 MeV) through an evaluation o.f some of the more 
recent measurements representing considerable. 
improvement_s in precision over earlier measu,re
ments and our own attenuation measurements at 
four-photon energies (1.115,.1.119, 1.173, and 
1.332 MeV) on eight elements in the range Z 
= 42-82. The aim of this study is to indicate the 
degree to which the measurements show unity in 
the data and with the currently available refined 
theoretical cross sections of the atomic pair
production process. 
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II. PRESENT MEASUREMENTS 

~ 
The attenuation of a photon beam has been mea-

sured very carefully to obtain total cross sections 
for eight' elements in the range z = 42-82 at four
photon energies in the pai;r-production-threshold 
region. A schematic diagram of the experimental 
arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. Transmission 
of an extremely:narrow collimated beam of pho
tons through 2-3 mean-free-path lengths of ab
sorber and a high degree of collimation of the 
beam after transmission through the· absorber ex
cluded m)lltiple scattering effects in the absorber 

·and prevented the photons scattered in the absor
ber at scattering angles greater than 20' -24', 
from reaching the detector. Within such a geo
metry the effect of scattering at angles smaller 
than 24' was so small it gave a systematic er
ror which was much less than the statistical er
ror of 0.3% in the measurements. 

With the use of a 10-cm2 .cylindrical Nai(Tl) 
scintillator head, the spectra of the primary and 
transmitted photons through the absorber were 
recorded in the same counting_ channels of the 
analyzer to eliminate photons scattered from ob
jects other than the absorber sample. The details 
of counting are the same as given in a previous 
paper.1 

Ill. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND ERRORS 

For the purpose of the present analysis, we 
have included .for evaluation some additional re
sults from the following recent measurements: 
(a) Total attenuation measurements of (i) Henry 
and Kennete at ten different energies (from 1. 778 
to 4.508 MeV) on four elements (Z = 29, 42, 82, 
and 92), (ii) Conner et al. 3 at three photon ener
gies (1.115, 1.598, and 2.754 MeV) on four ele
ments (Z = 29, 42, 82, and 9.2), and (iii) Colgate17 

at two photon energies (1.332 and 2.62 MeV) on 
lead (Z = 82); (b) Direct measurements of (i) 
Avignone et al. 4 at 1.332 and 2.615 MeV on z 
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement. 

=50, (ii) Henry and Kennett5 at three photon en
ergies (1.173, 1.332, and 2. 754 MeV) on four ele
ments (Z = 29, 42, 53, and 82), (iii) T. A. Girard 
et al. 6 at 1.119 and 2.615 MeV on four elements 
(Z = 13, 29, 50, and 82); (iv) J. Rama Reo et al. 7 

at 1.119 MeV on eight elements (Z = 29 to 82) and 
(v) Dayton8 at 1.332 and 2.615 MeV on four ele
ments (Z = 29, 50, 82, and 92)., Some of the mea
surements in these two classes overlap both in 
photon energy and target element and thus help 
obtain a consistency check in the analysis. 

The errors to our measured total cross sections 
arising out of statistical uncertainty was in the 
range 0.1-0.3%. In addition to statistical uncer
tainty, the systematic errors arising from geome
try, target, source size, and background scatter
ing effects have been reduced to an extent less 
than the statistical error. The correction due to 
experimental limitation of complete discrimina
tion when a gamma-ray source emits photons of 
more than one energy has been applied to the 
data. 

IV. CO~PUTATION OF THEORETICAL 
CROSS SECTIONS 

In the threshold region (1.02-5 MeV) the atomic 
pair-production cross· sections have been compu
ted from the latest calculations for pair produc
tion in the nuclear Coulomb field by. Tseng and 

Pratt,9 ft>verb~ et al.,10 and ft>verb0.U These 
treatments include atomic electron screening and 
Coulomb effects, but the calculation of ft>verb0 
et al.10 and ft>verb61 1 is valid only above a photon 
energy of 1.25 MeV for high-Z atoms. Above a 
photon energy of 2 MeV we have also included the 
cross sections for triplet production according to 
the calculations as summarized by Hubbel1.12 

For the present purpose it was also necessary 
to compute the contributions of other competing 
interaction processes: · atomic photoionization, 
and incoherent and coherent scattering of photons. 
The cross sections of these three processes are 
now known theoretically to a high degree of ac
curacy and we have computed these using the fol
lowing calculations: (i) Theoretical atomic photo
ionization cross sections in the rap.ge 1.0-1.5 
MeV from Scofield }3 in 1;5-3 MeV from Schmick
iey.and Pratt/4 and in· 3-5 MeV from the com
pilation of Hubbell.12 (ii) Hartree~Fock atomic 
incoherent and coherent· scattering factors of 
Crommer and Mann15 as compiled by Hubbell 
et al.16 

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The main point to be made is presented in Figs. 
2-4 where total cross-section results from atten
uation measurements are displayed together with 
theoretical curves for the combined interaction 
processes involved. Theoretical curves of var-

. ..,... 
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points: v-our experiments, o-Henry and Kennett 
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(Ref. 17). 
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FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 2 but for U. Experimental 
points: •-Conner et al. (Ref. 3) and o-Henry and Ken
nett (Ref. 2). 
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FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 5 but for Z =29, 42, 82, and 
92. Theoretical curves: --·- Tseng-Pratt (Ref. 9), 
o-our reanalysis of total cross-sectlon data of Henry 
and Kennett (Ref. 2), A-our reanalysis of total cross
section data of Conneret al. (Ref. 3), t>-Henry and Ken
nett (Ref. 2), andt.-our experiments. 
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FIG •. 8. rr/rrB versus Z. For 1.119 MeV (a) and for 1.173 MeV (b): curve ---- ll'>verbl!i et al., curve -- Tseng
Pratt (Ref. 9), and curve-·-·- ll'>verbl!i (Ref. 11). Experimental points for 1.119 MeV: o-Girard et al. (Ref. 6) and 
•-Rao et al. (Ref. 7), for 1.173 MeV: o-our experiments and •-Henry and Kennett (Ref. 5). 
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FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. B. Upper: 1.332 MeV, curve 
------ ¢verb~ et al. (Ref. 10), curve -- Tseng
Pratt (Ref. 9), and curve-·-·-·- rbverb~ (Ref. 11). 
Experimental points: · o--<>ur experiments, ·-Henry 
and Kennett (Ref. 5), and •-Dayton (Ref. 8): Lower: 
2.615 MeV, curve ---- Tseng-Pratt (Ref: 9), curve 
-- rbverbJ6 et al. Experimental points: g-Qirard 
et aZ: (Ref. 6), o-Dayton (Ref. 8), and e--<>ur 'rea!!-aly-
sis of Colgate's data. · 

ious processes are shown as a function of photon 
energy in two ways: (a) combined contributions 
of atomic photoionization and incoherent and co
herent scattering of photons and (b) atomic pair 
production, triplet production, photoionization, 
and coherent and incoherent scattering of photons. 
Such a presentation has been given for four ele
ments (Z =57, 60, 82, and 92). 

It is seen that this method is adequately suited 
for inferring an unambiguous conclusion on pair
production theory in the threshold region. 

In Figs. 5-7 we have the results of present 
measurements, the reanalyzed results of some of 
the previous measurements; and results of some 
direct measurements displayed together with a 
combined theoretical atomic pair-production and 
triplet-production cross sections. The purpose 
is to demonstrate much larger unity in the data and 

... the theoretical cross sections for the same atom 
at the same energy. 
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FIG. 10. Same as in Fig. 8. (a) for 3.53 MeV: curve 
----- ¢verb~ et al. (Ref. 10) and curve -
Tseng-Pratt (Ref. 9). Experimental points: •-Henry 
and Kennett (Ref. 2) and o-our reanalysis of Henry and 
Kennett's data. (b) for.2.754 MeV: curve---
¢verb~ et ai. (Ref. 10) and curve -- Tsimg-Pratt 
(Ref. 9). Experimental points: •-Henry and Kennett 
(Ref. 2), o-our reanalysis of Henry and Kennett's data, 
e>-our reanalysis of the data of Conner et al., and e
Standil and Shkolnik (Ref. 19). 

Figures 8-11 show the dependence relative to 
the Born approximation result12 of the theoretical 
atomic pair-production cross sections on the at
omic number at several photon energies in the 
threshold region.· At 1.173 and 1.332 MeV, where 

· direct measurements on tqe high-Z elements of 
Henry and Kennett5 show appreciable differences 
with calculations of Tseng and Pratt9 and of 
IZ'>verb0, 11 the present measurements indicate (i) 
excellent agreement with the. results of Tseng and 
Pratt9 in the range of Z = 42-82 at 1.332 MeV, (ii) 
agreement in the medium-Z atoms at 1.173 MeV 
with Tseng and Pratt, 9 and (iii) a trend in support 
of the calculation of IZ'>verb011 for high-Z elements 
at 1.173 MeV. In the near-threshold region be
low 1.173 MeV, where disagreement between di
rect measurements and the theoretical predictions 
is greatest (Fig.· 8) our· measur_ements indicate 
unity with theory, although the method is not sen
sitive enough at these low energies to distinguish 
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FIG. 11. Same as in Fig. 8, (a) for 5.3 MeV: curve ---- ¢verbs& et al. (Ref. 10) and curve --- Tseng-Pratt 
(Ref. 9). Experimental points.:· o-Rosenblum et al. (Ref. 18) and e-our reanalysis of Rosenblum's data. (b) for 4.50 
MeV: curve---- ¢verbs& et al. (Ref. 10) and curve-- Tseng-Pratt (Ref. 9). Experimental points: •-Henry 
and Kennett (Ref. 2) and o-our reanalysis of the data of Henry and Kennett. 

between the results of ft>verbl'i' and of Tseng· and 
Pratt. In Fig. 8, the error bars to the data points 
at 1.119 MeV of Girard et al.6 do not touch the 
screening-corrected theoretical curve of ft>verb0, 11 

except the point for Z = 29 at which disagreement 
disappears.· 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have attempted only to indicate 
how very careful total attenuation experiments, 
in conjunction with very accurate theoretical cross 
sections for the various competing interaction 
processes, have provided a check on the recent 
pair-production theoretical cross secti\)n in the 
threshold region. While it is desirable to perform 
direct experiments to test the theory at low ener
gies, in practice such experiments have been 
found to be of limited value in view of inherent dif-
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Fa'llOVing various v.pcrimental difficultin ir.nd t:nOI"' ~ pnaentcd 10 justify lhe suitability of the IM\Itod ove:r eihct more.._~· 
pair detection syMcm5 repof'ted in ~nt literature. 

l. Introduction 
:r 

The .method used in the measurement of pair pro
duction cross sections in the sixties used N ai(TI) detec
tors in the coincidence technique. The results of these . 
measurements are now found to be not adequately 
reliabie for a comparison with more refined theoretical 
calculations taking screening correction to the pair pro
duction into account. The experimental method of . 
Avignone et al. (l] using a spherical symmetry of 'the 
target and source is- dependent on experimental values 
of the annihilation pair production detection efficiency 

· and the total gamma-ray absorption coeff~t of tbe 
·target material and is subject to experimental uncertain. 
ties. Another disadvantage 'or the method arises from 
the poor statistics due to the lower dete.·tion efficiency 
of the Ge{Li) detector. 

The present paper describes a method of measuring 
pair production cross sections and has the. (~!lowing 
advantages: (I) separate measurementf of the annihiia
tion pair production detection efficiency i~ not rr~eded 
in the evalu'ation of the ·cro~s ~cction rl.'h·.ti,·c w a 
standard cross section: (2} the: h•:al ~~mmr.-r:Jy absorp
tion coefficients of the target llldtt·n;,l (!,·, not ~t.tl.'r into 
the computation. of the crc,~s ~t:Cil<>n; {3) a largo: number 
of corrections to the daw •~ avoided: (4) a r.:!-,•hmg 
time of about 40 m ha~ oc:en <•ch.ie\'td· b~ impr(•\·ed 
electronics; (5) the t:••nllnuum background docs not 

· affect the result and tllere i~ no problem in <h~ analysis 
of \'ery well. defined simpfe pair annihH:' :.n. peaks 
obtamed by a t-;al(Tl) detector; (6) thf> -e~hoo is 
iuitable for testi~g new theoretical iCfet:run·. qections 
10 the pa.ir producuon cross section. 

Preliminary result~ of cross li!CCtion me::. 
this method on three elemenl$ ( Z = 29, S{; 

photons of energie' 1.1732 and 1.332!'. · 
60Co 5011rce are &lso discu~..OO. 

l1tAIS by 
19) Uiing 

· ;fr;·nn a 

i. 

2./. Formula,t/011 

The idea of thi5 experiment is to obtain cross sectiOQ 
· results .by avoiding the determination of variou5 experi• 

mental factors and errors in counting. in c;oU)cidence. of 
two llJUlihllation-quanta produced when the positrons 
·of. the pairs created in the target stop and annihilate ,. 
with electrons. The target chosen was tl,lick enough to 

· stop the. positrons but thin for the incident gamma:ray . ·, 
· b~m. When observing the two annihilation-quanta at 
· 180° ap;u't created ~n a targ~t 'X' of atomic number Z, 
the spectrum of annihilation photons at the given dire<> 
lion with respect to the incident gamma-ray beam was 
recorded along with that from an exactly similar 'lower 
Z comparison radiator (taken as·standard) placed a1 the 
.same posi1.ion of X. in exactly the same geometry. 

The intensity of the aimihilation-quanta determined 
fro_m. the area of the photopeak. of the sample target X 
was compared with that in the spectrum of the; standard 
radi:upr. The standard radiator element ch<>sen wall · · 

·copper ( Z = 2<1) because this gives co~nted annihila
tioQ·quanla or better statistics and the effect of trident · 

'produ..:tion and incoher~ni pair production i1 negligibly 
small al Sli.:h ini.::nnediate atomi~ number .. ele~u;~ 
-Taking ~")pper as the standard radiator this prooodure 
,gives for the: ·cro.>s• sectio11 n1tio · · 

c):= CxA~ 
o · r A ' 

: . Cu ""(~u C" 
(I) 

where: cA. and Cc .. 'lire the intensities of the annihilation 
radiation per g em -l of the thin sample radiator X and 
the s\andard radiator (copper}; Ax· and A a. are tM 
atomic weights of the in.mple &arget X and the standard 

. radiaior, re~pecliv«!ly. · 
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-tw imp~t in measUn:r.w:nn- of tWt>pboton 
11nnihillltt<>n ~t•. 1~0° ap"tt. ha:t. ~ -~~ bY 
ellminflting efft:el.'\ &ue 10 n l abfioO.tplJOJ\ of annihil<ll~ 
tion-qua~ua in the UtTfet, !2~ ah"'-""!'Ptu:m of ~nc1d~t 
?howns in the urget. (3) bllckvound~; (chan« ~n<1 false 
e<tim-Jdei'or.~) ret;ulting from interActiOns other cban pair 
pnxhK:tion in the wget mnd background materials, and 
(4) th~ eft~ of r,hc.rHerm variatioll of the dttcction 
efficiency of annihilation photon£. 

Tht correcu<;~n!l ari~ing from t~ dfecti (l) and (2) 
· hsvc been climtnated'by measuring the coincidence nle 

_of two-phown annihilation radiation from varying 
thickm$!>eb of the ~>ample tar.gets. Tnrgets of copper, tin 
und ~old were taken in the form of circular foils 2 em in 
diumct~r and w<'rc placed as shown in fig. 1: They have. 
identical g<!omctry wiih respect to source and detector:;. 
TiHget thkl:ne~~s fwm'about 0.067g cm-J to a max.i~· 
mum of 0.62 g em-- 2 were used in the' measurements. To 
minimif>e 1he effects (3) afld (4) tbe data were taken 
alternatively on each set of ~tandard and sample wgetG 
in the following ~equence: st;mdard target. (cOincidence 
rate at· 180<> and at 90° between the axes of the two 
detectors), sample targets (coincidence rate at !80" and 
90" positions of the two detectors).- background roinci~ 
dences at the two positions with and without •arget, 

,. 

Fii- 1. E:tperimental arransernent d•~·'··-,, ,,.aurce-large&-de· · 
. lOC1.0I' geometry alon, with block dil);_tJ '- ' ~,c me aSiOCiated 

elccuoruc,. 
,, 

standard !a;!c:-ts.' 4nd !iQ oo. ~ count•ns t~ for fbe 
~\Mffi't.e .... -.~ a.:~_,u~ted .tt• obt>th'l .1 s.atide4~~' mtis.tie.&l 
error l~eJ.. lbe shapa._ of the backp~nd q>ectrlim 

• without w~ ~t 180" and 90" p.os.itioil~ ~refound to~ 
eucdy identicAl. ih-t hmple ~Jtd •standvd' roincid~ 
rau: l!\ the- 90° rmsition have bee-A t~keY.\ 1U the chru'Jt:e 
coincidence rare In the determinauon of.the pair annihi· 
IAtion coincidcn~ nate ~~ lFO• positio.., ~nd has beat 
us.e8 to correct the observed coincid~nce spectrum. A 
eelection of background and observed r.annihil;~tion spe¢• 
tra nt.l80c is shown in fig. 2, Th~ true eoincidenoe nates 
for various thicknesses or each element of the pair thus 
determined Y"ere found to fit ll.n expressi~n 

N= Cte~••, (l) 

where 1 is the target thickness in g em- 2, and C is tho 
true lwo-photon coincidence oount rate for a· t(U'gcc of 
thickness 1 g em - 2 nnd o is a constant for a gjvcn 
element. The constants C and u were determined throu'gh 
a proper fitting procedure. The obtained fits to the dat11 
for three elements are shown in fig. 3. 

2.3. Tlte coinci'd~rice circuit 

', ~ 

n,e electronics shown as a. block diagram in fig. J 

inciudes a {".oincidence system having a resolving time o{ 
about 40 ns. The outpunesulting from the coincidence 
between the two detectors was used to gate a r.nultichan· 
nel analyser (MCA) which recorded the 0.51 MeV an~ 
nihilntion radiation spectrum from one of. the detectors. 
The gamma ray source used was a 300 mCi 60 CO 
(1.1732 and 1.3325 MeV) cylindrical pallet placed'in a 
30 em deep a~d 1.8_ ern diameter bored IC:\d block. The · 
minimum thickness of lead shielding at the sides and at 

- the back of the source was .35 em. The- gain and biases 
' of the two PADs of the MCA an~- the high voitage .", 

supply to each photomultiplier tube of the two detectors 
(Det I and Del 2) were: set so that energy calibration of 
the ch-annels' .. was the same for both detectors. A pulse 
detected by either detectors after being amplified by the 
respective PADs was fed into two separate pulse ~>hap
ing circuits A and B, The amplified pulse from .a PAd 
was applied to the' shoned terminals o( a dual input 
AND gate 1. The output_ from this_ gate was applied 
simultaneously to one input terminal of another dual 
input AND g!lte 2 and to a shorted .input terminal of a 
dual input AND gate· 3. The output from gate- .3 is 
i~ve~ted by an inverter gate 4 and applied to _the other 

· input terminal of AND gate 2. The input logic levels of 
the· input terminals of gate 2 were adjusted so thal the 

··gate gave output until a pulse {rom the. inverter gate·4 is 
approximately 40 ns. Therefore, whatev~ he the pulse 
width of the outpm of the PAD, there was always An 

output pulse at the Qutput of gate 2 with ·a width of 40 
ns. A pulse of similar width was also obtained !tom the . 
identical circuit for: the other detector. These two pulses 

. .. ·. 
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Fig.l. Observed llllnihilation gpectra for gold at 180? position showing observeo-counts -(dotted line), fitted curve (luU line:), lllld 
background counts (crosses); (a), (b), (c) and (d) give the above spectra of increa~ed thickness. 
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Fij. 3. Ob.crved total count~ (circles) plotted again5t tarset 
lhicknesJ (8 em -l ). Full line, fitted curve according co eq. (2). 
(a), {b) and (c) for copper, tin and gold. respec1ively. · 

of width 4Q·.~s were applied to the input terminals -of a 
dual input AND gate 5. This gate would giv~ .an output 
on!)' when ,;s inputs arrive within .40 ns. nus output 
was inverted and applied to the monostable multhibra· · 
tor. with Schmitt•trigger input. The external tirrung 
capacitor and resistor were adjusted to obtain a pulse o! 
·proper height and width which was applied to the 
coincidence input of the ADC of MCA. _1]le output 
pulse of Det 2 was· fed through PAD to the ADC input 
for analysis enabling it to give a pulse· spectrum from 
De~ 2 which is in coincidence with Det I; witli a ·given a 
time resolution. · 

3. Errors 

· The present measurements are free from some of the 
possible Jcercainties because the ratio of the two anni
hilation r.l-diation peak eounts in idenJical geometry has 
been taken. These. uncertainties include systematic ·er· 
rors arjsing from (I) the limited energy resolution or 

-. 
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·. :il:.tllr-1 
, ., _,~1:aruhApaimatU1 pair production C:ro$5 ~lion ut~ · 
' .. . . 

Ratio lbcoletic:al 

Born 0vcrbd(2} 0verbd(2} Tseng(3J 
AJ>PfOil. (P~ <8/> Pratt 

(S() 

~I "c. 2.97 3.13 3.95 . 3.93 

•A. I fie. 7.«1 
. 

12.74 14.00 13.61 
• .,.;o~-. 7.99 13.116 JS-'6 IS.Il 
•ol~. 10.07 lU2 20.79 

~peri mental 

.Girard(4J 
ct al. 

3.85 

15.33±0.92 
21.4 ::!:1.32· 

" . 

~~2 . 

Dayton (SJ Standii(~J 

3.66 3.41 
- -

14.70 13.93_ 

. ' 

TheOrelieal And c:a.pcrimental pair producti0t1 ~oss sections_ in mb. ato~-• at en~ies 1.1732 and 1.3325 MeV. 

S.·hmi,lt (71 

3.-47 

-
1.).69' 

rr~nt 

r~r•' 

. ).97 .. .I$ 
14.D ... Jl 

Element Tbeorctic:al Present cllperimental. ta~ing the cross section value of ropper IllS · .-

Born 
approx. 
Born 

Sa 24.03 
A• S9-.8l 
Pb ' 

64.66 
u 11.36 

0vfbt1(2J 
(P . 

0verbd(21 Tseng. (31 10.10 from IOJJO from (sp. Pract rer. 2 ref. 3 
(~) ~ 

31.20 39.90. 39.50 40.17± 1.54 39.70± t.54 
126.13 141.«1 136.113 142.71 ± 3.22 141.30± 3.22 
137.9 157.2 !51.2 

217.3 ®· 

Pe- . p, •. ~ ~!.1-lc·m.b t.t:-f..f.-'.ro~-~zc.~ C-res.~~-~. 

~~- -· S'c ~"~~~ ~ ~T'rt..:b.d.. c ... ass St..:.i/.,.,7\.t. 
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Otbcr esperlmmtt 

rd. 7 rd.4 rd. S 

32.63 40.S • 2 3H 
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· }':al(n) dth~!!CI~. (:) mea~utement l'; the effiClency <'f 
de1«-tinn <of annihillluoo radillh<m. Q) i'TII:.l\Ut~ment of · 
D~lhit~· of f'1imllf)' rJx>tl"n M"UI"CC, lA) thr ~h21pt" 0f the 

target~ r.nd tr.Our~e-lArget...:detectoT' !,leomet~. Stn('t' the 
dat.e were rttNde.d alternati••el~· e>n the Handard and 
5llmplr target n! idenl•cal r.hape "f cylindnc'.al ,~·mmetry· 
the errN~ inv<>h~ due to (I ~-(.4J rc:mamed c:On~tant 
and did n<>l affect the ratim/ of two nnnihilati(•n pcah .. 
A!'- already mentioned in ~~. 2.2. the correction~ were 
arplled to the I fl(l~ coincidence rate for background 
C(IJncidcnce. chance C<lincidences and attenuation or 
incident and. annihilation photonr. in the standard and 
sample targets. 

· 4. Re!!ults and diSCU5sion 

The results obtained from measurements using :a 
~mma-ray source of mixed photo!} energies on. pure 

"~------------------------~ 

.. . 

I 

I 
I 

"' lg. 

?f . 
I 
/· 
I 
I , 

6 
I. 
I 
I 
I 

'·· I 

FiJ. 4. Graph' ahowing o,Joc .. Y5. z. accNding to the Born 
appro"imation (lull line), according to th~ ~.·,;~ns coi'I'CCiion 
of· 0verb6 [2] (dashed line). Experimental I• -'l£115; A ·Girard 1!1 

al. (4). V Dayton (S). e St11ndi.l C:l al. (61 ,, . ~/.chmidt et al. (7J, 
C) Henry cl al. (8). 0 our cJtpcriment.- · 

c~~ (!lt<IO.:brc.h. tm anc.t ~old \a"eb an pven in· 
-tahl~ l t~eil'lev "-·nt) c'l'<.><>' ~hon r~ttiol\ ;a~ obu.1ned 
. fr{\m '<'me recent d1r~t mea~uremenu and late!IT ~ 
i'thcal pred!tt.u)n~ m f'i-- 4 The area r:at•o o! tu.<> llnnihi· 
latil'\n peal..• y•eid~·. the ~h~olute '1.:\lu~ cr thci patr pro- ' 
duchl"l'l croe>~~ ~ct1nr1 for the t'argc:t atom ~au~ the 
pa.i'l' rroduCtH>T'I C'l'(t~\ ~C'C(l(tfi Of ~tanJard C(tf~f atom 

i~ git·en w a h1gh dc~ree of accuaracy. This standard ' 
.cr<>s~ ~ecti<'IT at the mJ.l\ed ... ; Co pmma.-r .ays j_, HJ.JO mb 
::tccordmg 10 ~ verh\tj (:J anJ 10.00 mh aq;t.rding to 
T~rng and Pratt (JJ. Tak1ng the~ valu,;~ in bur experi· 

mental values of cro~~ section rauo~ or table I. the 
extracted experimental cro~s ~ection values of tin and 
gold are g.ivc;n in table i. together with some oth~:r 
experimental' results !4-8]. The present result~ are free 
from any sy~tcmatic error~ which ma~· occur in the 

·measurements because here a ratio of two peak areas is 
determined. 

The e(fect of screening on the cross section of -pair 
production near threshold is important for atoms of 
laJ:ger atomic number. The screening effect for highr· Z 
target atoms can. be checked relative to that for a 
standard intermediate Z atom (copper) for which the 

··screening correction is small. theoretically well known. 
and the cross section is not neghg:bly small. As demon· 
strated in. fig. 4 it is easier to check experimentally the 
screening ·correction in the presently adopted method 
that. avoids v_arious sources of error.s which. were found 
.to .be ·very difficult to remove in earlier direct experi
ments [lA]. Most of the recent experiments used Ge{Li} 
detectors which give a lower count!ng efficjency result-· 
ing in poor .statistics. 

· The results presented in this paper thus demonstrate 
tbe suitability' of the present method in making a direct 
experimemal check on the screening correction for pair 
production in high Z target atoms at energies very 'near 
to threshold. · 

.. The authors are grateful to the University.of :Sorth 
Bengal for providing U.G.C. Teacher Fe!low~hips to. J. 
Basu; N.C. S'aul. S:K. Sen Gupta and G.C.· Goswami 
and a Junior Research Fellowship (UGC) to S.C. Das.. · . - . . . 
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· }-l,.;_.lf'l!t hwromen~ "'n<JJ.Atilt<'lio 0 (IQ!~)J r~fMOlW fNCl 
'N<".!rth·H<'ll•"d l"ubliot.in~ Ccm~lffly . 

A Ml:.'THOD Otr SlUDYlNG ATOMIC SCREENING EffECTS IN PAIR PRODUCTION 

.l111hnabi BOSE. Nanak BHATIACHARJEE., Swapan Kumar SENGUPTA • and N. CHAUt)HUlU 
D'1'e111ml'~tr of l'h)·~rcr. Nmlr Bt<"f:t'l Ufllf>ft'nty, ft'!!a • ~-mnlnu-rpl-", Darjt-r/i,.g., /Mia '7J41J() 

A fimple lflt-lhod 1<1 study &ti:>mk ~nii\IJ erteeti in at~ll'..i-11 pith prod~~ction bas bun used In mumtnments uSia$ I.IIS M-.IV· 
pbototu "" moooum i!.nd hi~h Z tllr!l•'·" in the rtm(lie of l!!tom!Q numw 29-~2. Some -of the rnult• - pnunted and di~. 

I ----

1. l.l!fro.duetion· Only es$Cntiru poinu relevsnt to the present pap.m- MJ"e 

. ' 

( · p;ivcn l!~. The. me.$$\lrlnf! 5JMem includes e ccinck. 
ln o pr~ious paper (I! the development of 11 simple ( denco W>~ge h&vinS n resolving time oC about 40 na. TM 

moethod (OJ- swdying ctomie screening effecu in p~r : output resulting from coincidence between the two ~ 
production WIU reported. This nlethod bas been applied lectors· was used to g.:lte a multichannel analytlru' {M) 
in s continuing serieft of measurements using photnns or which recorded the 0.51 I MeV annihilation spectrA from 
energy nec~r threshold for studying screening effects in · one of the detectors. The gamma-ray source WGS In th• 
ntomic pair production. The method has tho following . · . form of A cylindrical peUet plaCed in a 30 em deep !Uid · 
advantages: .l.ll em diameter 'borOd lead' t>l&.;k. ·The rsdia~ors or 
1} Separale meru;urcments of the ~~nniliilation pair pl'o- · copper, tin, gold, thoriun1 and uratiium were in the fonn 

duetion detection efiiciency is not. needed in the .of circular· tar~cts of diameter 2 em t'Uld thickn~ in the 
evaluation of a cross oection ralative ·,o ~ $U\ndMd ; · · ·, range ·0.0!2-0.62 g/cml. '!he targeis were thin for the 
cross section. ; . incident r,uun'ma-rays but thick.. enousb to stop tho 

2) The total gamma-ray abrorption coefi.i-ci~rol& of tho ' positrons of the produced pair. 
target material do not enter into tbe CQmputation of ; · · .The int~nsity of the annihilation qwmla determined 
the cross sec1ion. · · . ., from the area of the photopeak of the &ample ta.rg.et 

3) A latge numi>er of oorrec\ion1 to the data .is avoided. "X" or atomic number Z: was comp;ued With wt of ., 
4) A resolution time oC 40 ru hu boon achieved by ; . . 11imilur lower Z compariwn radiator (taken w; iUmdard) . 

improved electronics. · ·. · · • · ; both taken in exactly the same geomeny. The s:Mdard 
S) Tne contiMum background d~ not affect the ~ult i radiator element ch05Cll was copper ( Z ... 29} ~UN 

and there is no pi'Ob1em in the. analysis of the very : this gives oount<:· .~nnihilation quanta of ~tter &tatis· 
v..ell defined ~imple pair annihilation peak ob.~ ; tics and the elf~ of trident proouction and incoherent 
by "Nal(Il) detector. .' . . pair p~oduction is negligibly small at tiuch an inl«· 

6) The method is suitu.ble lor &citing new theoretiCIU ' mediate atomic number. This prO<:cdurt: givC, for tht 
~ning corrections to tho pair production crou , · CN&s iCCtion ratio 

~ti®. ' 
The present paper reports new results of measure- ; 

. menu by this method u&ing photons or energy I .11 S 
MoV from 11 100 mCi radioactive aource uZn. 

l. bperi~nlal ~ 

The CJtPcnmentAI arrangement is shown in fig. 1: 
Pelaili of the method have already been l.t~ribed ( ij.' .. 

• Uoivenity Servi&e· and lnstrum!ll'l~tion ~IJ'e (USJq, 

Nonb boopl Uoivenity. Datj~lins_·7)44~--·-l_n_d_i•_· ----

{I)' 

~ c·and A are, respectively, tho intensity of annihi.· 
lation quant.a per gcm-1 and the fttomic weight. :iuf· 
ftxcs X and Cu refer to target element X and standard 
rtldintor copper. 

An'imptovenicnt in the measurements of two-phaton. 
annihi)arioil events, 180° apart. bas been 11chieved by 
elil'l!i.rl'llting effects due 'o (I) absorption of annihilation 
qu11nta in the target, (2) absotption ot incidc"'l photon& 
in the ·target, (3) background (chance and false 'olslci· 
dences) resulting from interactions other than pair pro
duction in \he target and bnckground niatt:riafs, and (4) 

'-
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ADC ttl ·. 

Fit;. I. _Exj}erlm::nwl artangemwt showing ~ou~-target-deU~Ctor geotnetry alort!! with (lMo bloclt dlqram ot the IWOO~ted ·. 
<rlCC1rol'licll. • I ·. P 

.... 

the crfect of mort tqom. variation of the deteCtion of~ 
· ficltncy of !UUliblliltion photon. 

The c.orreCuons !Uising from the effects (1) ·and (2) 
have been eliminated by measuring the coincidcnco .rate .. 
from varying thickneases or the targets. To ininimize.the 
effects (3) and (<4), the data. were taken Qltemately on 
each "'' of atandr;rd and sample targets in tbe foDowina 
sequence: stand111d target (coincidence rate at 180" and 

rate at l80°'pcmdon 8nd hu ~ !Wd.tO ~the ' 
ob8erved coincidence s,eetrwn. A &eleetion of back
'ground and obliflm:d annihilation i:pa:tra at 180" il · 
shown in fig. i The true coincidence rates (N), Jw 
various dUe~ of. each element. of 1M positron 
electron pair thus determined 'Were found to fit ·tho 

. _: tmp_~OII:_ .. ________ _:. __ ~---~·-· -. . 

'"' 90° between the axes of the_ two detectors), sample' . 
· Wgets (coincidence rate at 180a and 90" positions of 

the two detectors), background coincidences at ·the two · · poaiti1 '!'Vith and withoul tarBet. atandard target. and> ·· 
10 on. e C<JUOting lime for the 1oquence wu adjusted 

' 10 ob · n a aawfactory atati&tical error level. The siiapea 
of the background llpe(:tra. without tarset at 180" and 
90° positions are f~d· to be exacaly identicaJ. Tile 
aample& and "&tandard" coiiJcidence ral.e3 at 90~ .poti
tion have been &aken u the chance coincidence nne in. 
. tbtl determination of the pair anmhitauon coincidei!.QO 

. N-Cte-•", (2) . 

wh~ '-i.i;d;- ~rgct thiclrness. in acm~;-~;·c'bti!i' 
uue two-pbotoo coincidence count rate. I~r a taraef' l)r . 
Uliekrulu I p-2 and a il a constant fOr . ll given .. 
clemaat. 1M coneWJtt Cud a wae dcter,nined throop · 
abe. p~oper fittina procedure. The obtained fit to. w · 
da&a lor five elen;Jents it ~ m lis. 3. . 
' lt)ie prosait meuuremeDll UC free '(~m SOO)t O( lliO 

,pouible 1yatematic ertora·~use the ratio o( two u
tdhllation roldiatioo peslt QOUI:Itt in idmtical ~uy· 
-iwt·bcen taken.- · 
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FiJ!. 3. Obiervoo toa.al counts (dots) ploltcd against target thickness (gcm- 1 ): CuU line: fitted curve accordina to~· (2): (oil). (b}, (c). 
(d), and (c) 101 copper, tin, gold. thorium and u!W\ium respoct.ivcly. 

The results for cross r>ection ratios rrom our mcru~ure
ments together with those obtained ~rom some rcx:c:nt 

theoretical predictiom; are given in table l. The theoreU.. 
cal cro&s section for· the sumdard element (copper) lor · 
1.115 MeV .gamma-rays is 9.64 x 10-" b/ atom accord, 
ing to 0verbc (2} r,'·•l 9.63 X 10-4 bjatom accotdini to 

Table 2 
Thool'\1\i~ and experimena.al p&ir production t:tOS$ JCClion (b etom ~ 1) at_ 1.115 MeV. 

Elc· Born approxi· 0verbll • ) (2] 0verbe • 1 (2) T~g•l(l} Present cxperimenla.l, lakin& the croes JCCtion 
men! malion PC sc Prau value of copper as: .. 

sc 
9.64x w-• 9.63x w-• 
from reC:l. from ref. J . 

. • 
S!l 1.895>< 10-) 3.017 ?< 10·- ~ 3.460xl0_, 3.S20 X 10- J, {J.6J4;t-0.019)10_, (3.630;t0.019)l0~ 1 

A\l 4.733 X JO-> s.774l< w-> 1.02 ><10-J 8.660x •o-> 0.01.01 :t0.006 0.0101 ± 0.006 ,. 6.142X 10-1 ~.160x 10_, 1.390x w-1 1.060x Jo-1 0.0119 ± 0.008 0.0119±0.008 
u 6.418x w-> 6.184X 10-J I.SIOx 10- 1 1.096 X ·10 -l 0.0127 ± 0.008 O.Oil6±0.001l 

•I PC·- point Coulomb approJUmation aou JCCtiOll. SC - acroen.ina oorrocted aou liCCtion. 
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1!Xpmm4'1't, trilU'IC)es Girard et al. (4}. . · . · . ' · 

.Teens and Pratt [3}. Taking. theso valuM with out 
~perimenw resulu of cross section ratios of table I, 
the extrActed experimental values for tin, gnld, thorium 
o.nd uranium are given in table 2. As shown in fig. 4, it 
i• c:ltsier to check experimentally the ~CTCening correc
tion in the presently 11doptcd method which is indepen
dent o( various wurces of errors alld which were found 
to be very difficult to avoid in enrlier direct experirnent.!i 
(4j. 

The effect Of IICl'Cetling 00 the Cf06S section Of pair 
production our threshold is important for atoms of 
larger atomic nwnber. The results presented in this 
paper demonstrate the auitability of the preunt method • 
in makioi ~ diroct chock on the ~cteening correction. on : .. 

Pair product.lw in high Z atom.A at m~o• wry ow
threshold. 

Thcs authora ar~ gr11teful to the Univenity oY North 
Bengal for providi.n& a U.G.C. Te&oehcr FcillowgJlip to 1. 
Jlasu and N. Bbsttacluujoe. 
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Atomic Rayleigh scattering of photons in the momentum-transfer range 0-lOmc 

S. K. Sen Gupta, N. C. Paul, J. Basu, and N. Chaudhuri 
Department of Physics, North Bengal University, Pin 734430, India 

(Received 24 January 1979) 

The new results of measurements of coherent scattering of photons by bqund atomic electrons over a 
momentum transfer q range 0-4mc together with those from other recent measurements with a coverage in 
the momentum transfer up to lOme are presented for a critical evaluation of the _previous and new 
calculations on Rayleigh scattering. This evaluation reveals the ranges of applicability of the form-factor 
formalism in the nonr~lativistic and relativistic domain and demonstrates the trend of behavior of the exact 
theoretical predictions as a function of q/aZm. 

I. INTRODUCTiON 

We have made a series of precision measure
ments of the coherent scattering of photons over 
the energy range 0.100-2.0 MeV. In this energy 
range atomic Rayleigh s~attering is the important 
process predominating over all other elastic scat
tering processes which combine coherently. Our 
interest in the study of coherent scattering pro
cesses has arisen due to (i) the new developments 
in the calcuhi.tionsl-9 of Rayleigh (R) and Delbruck 
(D) scattering processes which have reduced con
siderably the prevailing. uncertainty in the know
ledge of scattering amplitudes, (ii) the differen
ces10•11 between the sets of experimental cross 
section data of early y-ray measurements using 
the same photon energies and scattering targets, 
and (iii) the inadequacy10•11 of the existing experi
ments in the evaluation of the present state of the 
theory of nonresonant atomic scattering process. 

In this paper we present the results of our mea
surements and other more recent measurements 
and calculations in such a way as to bring out the 
present status of the various theoretical scatter
ing investigations. 

II. MEASUREMENTS 

Absolute measurements of the differential co
herent atomic scattering cross sections were 
made as a function of photon momentum transfer 
to the bound atomic electron defined by q = 2k 
sin( tO), where k is the incident photon energy in 
units of electron rest mass energy and e is the 
scattering angle. The experimental ·apparatus 
and the method of measurements have been des
cribed in detail elsewhere (Sinha et al. 12

). Con
sequently only the essentials relvant to the pre
sent measurements are mentioned. y-ray sources 
included radioactive isotopes 210 Pb (47 keV), 
241Am (59.54 keV), 141Ce (145 keV), 203Hg (279.2 
keV), 137Cs (66_2 keV), 65 Zn (1.115 MeV), 6°Co 

20 

(1.17 and 1.33 MeV), and 124Sb (2.09 MeV), the 
source strength being in the range of 3mci for 
241Am to 750mci for 124Sb. Thedifferentialcross
section measurements were done for 15 elements 
representing low-, medium-, and high-Z atoms. 
The pulse-height spectra were accumulated in a 
NDllOO multichannel analyzer using a storage 
time of 20-100 ks. In the annular scatterer geo
metry [Fig. 1(a)], in addition to the scatterer 
thickness, radii, and source-scatterer distance, 
three quantities were needed to obtain the total 
differential cross section, namely, (i) the total 
number of scattered photons per second, (ii) the 
total number of photons per second from a simi
lar weak reference source of the same energy and 
at the same position of the scatterer, and (ii) the 
background counts per second, all recorded for 
the same interval of time. 

The total number of scattered photons.was de
termined by summing over the pulses under the 
photopeak of the scattered spectrum. The cross. 
section for the coherently scattered photons was 
obtained by subtracting the incoherently scattered 
photons determined by the calculations based on 
nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock (NRHF) scattering 
functions (obtained from Hubbell et al. 13

). 

For the determination of the cross section at 
larger scattering angles [Fig. 1(b)] we separated 
the coherent peak from the incoherent peak in ' 
the scattered spectrum so that the ratio of the 
number of coherently scattered photons to that of 
the incoherently scattered could be found. This 
ratio, when combined with the calculated incoher
ent scattering cross section based on NRHF inca.-· 
herent scattering functions, yielded coherent scat
tering cross sections. In the large-angle-mea
surement geometry both the incident and scattered 
beams were collimated so that for a very small. 
scatterer in the shape.of a right-circular cylinder 
the maximum solid angle between the scatterer 
and the detector was 5 X 10-2 sr. Corrections due 
to such a spread of scattering solid angle are 
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~0 
(a) 

.---------------------, 

:/:'s/:..--:.~/ 
' ' ' ' 

/ 0 :' (b) 
L---- ---------------- ·' 

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental 
arrangement (a) for small and (b) for large-angle 
scattering measurements. S, source; T, target; 
and D, detectpr. 

generally small, and were taken into account when 
necessary. The effect of photons suffering rp.ulti
ple scattering in the target and reaching th~ de,.. 
tector·was taken into consideration. In the sym
metrical-scattering arrangements (Fig. 1) the 
photons multiply scattered towards and away from 
the d.etedor should be mutually compensated 
to a great extent, therefore, the effect may be ne
glected since very thin.( <3 mm) scatterers were 
used. 

HI. EXPERiMENTAL DATA AND ERRORS 

For 'the. purpose ·of the present paper we have 
presented the cross sections (26 data. points in 
the graph.of Fig. 2) of.our measurements on 
Pb:(Z= 82) ·for six ·phc;>ton energies: 0.145, 0.280, 
0.662, 1.115, 1.17, and1.33MeVandweincludedad
ditional data,points for Pb from the following re
cent high-·precision .measurements: (i) Schuma
cher et at.,H photon' energies 59.54 keV (seven 
data points), 412 keV (eight data points), 662 keV 
(se:v:en data points), 889 keV (nine data points), 
L12 :MeV (nine data points), and 2.75 MeV (eight 
data:po'ints),; (ii) Hardie et al., 15 photon energy 
1.'33 MeV :(ten data points)'; (iii) Kahane et al., 16 

photon ene,rgy 6.84 MeV (one data point). 
The error .to the measured cross sections aris

ing from statistical uncertainty was less than 1% 
in the .present .and all other measurements listed 
. above. In addition to counting statistics, some 
sources of systematic errors were considered in 
the present measurements. Those include un
certainties (i) from the presence of incoherent 
component in the measurement of coherent com-. 
ponent, ·(ii) in the determination of photopeak area 
of the,coherent component, (iii) variation in the 
detector background-in the presence and absence of 
of the scatterer, and (iv) in. the measurements of 
source-scatterer distances, scattering angles, 
thickness of the scatterer, and the photon attenua-

Experimental Points 
0'145 MeV o 
0':;!80 " & 

0'412 " 
.. 0662 " " 

0'889 " • 
I'! 15 " 
1'!'2 
1'17 
13~ " 
2'75 " 

.. 
I) 

6·a4 " 
C)'05954MeV <D 

Calculated d6(9) /d6.(9) Curves • ·• 
Coti T · · ' 

A-Form factor lormalism. (R), A-·~Rl \ 
-2 . . ...• 
10 B-Fiorescu andGavrila. 1976. 

C,D,E,F and G---Johnson an.d,C.heng. 
1976 

. ., H-,Cornille and Chapdelaine, 195~ · 
16"" 

T~eo(etigJI .Points: 
-E?-~4 f.{JeV .• (Florescu and Oay~!al 

,..4 o·Q5~54 Mev•(Ki~sel o~M~~P,tt.J. 
10' 

10"3 io:1 

Cl(tncl 

FIG. 2 . . da(O)coh/d~.(O)T :PJo,tted ys 'f(mc) .. 

-2 
10 

: -4 
·.- ~~· 

1.0· 

tion coe.ff.icient for .tQ.e s,ca~~e-~er. .So.TI.l~ 9! ;~l},q§!e 
errors .hav.e :bee1;1 .e~tl;!e;r ,e,f,~e.c.tiy~eJy ·~-~C~l:\<i~,q. ,Qr 
minimized -ancl others accou:nte.d fo,r w~~~-;~PP.I'~-
priate· corrections. · , ' 

IV. RAYLEIGH SCATI;E~G·CALCULA:J:'IOl')!~ 

For the interpretation of the data and .!'lX~in;~l'\g 
their present -status in terms of the theQ.r..y w.e 
have computed theoretical differential.cross -~e.e
tions (in units of Thomson cross section per .e.lec
tron) from the following calculations: (i)' n~n~:ei~,.. 
tivistic Hartree-Fock calculations of the atomic 
form factor by Cromer and.M~1 (c()mpiled:by 
Hubbell et al. 13

); (ii) relativistic Hartree-FQck 
(~:gF) calculations of the atomic form factor 'bY 

·Doyle and Turner, 2 Cromer and Weber/ and . 
~Verb¢4 (obtained from the compilation of Hubbel 
et al. 5); (iii) atomic shell wise cal~ulations of the 
Rayleigh scattering-~p~itudes by Johnson and 
Cheng, 6 Cornille and Chapdelaine, 7 and Kissel an!i 
Pratt8

; and (iv) atomic K-shell.Rayleigh-scatter-· 
ing amplitude by Florescu and Gavrila.9 

V. DISCUSSION·OF.RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The scattering of photons depends on the inci
·dent photon energy k, photon scattering angle (;1, 
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and t\1,e atomic nurp.ber Z b~ thE;J ~~atter~r atom,. 
In ord(;lr to study the ~Elq~v;~or of the coherent 
scattering cross. sectiop. as a function, o{ photon 
momentum transfer q over th!;l energy region 
where the R-ayleigh scatt~ri~g is predominant, we 
have computed 'the diffe~~~!il!l sc~ttering cross 
sectiop. of atomic Rayieigh and nuclear Thomson 
scattering for the specific case of the most com
monly used s~atterer Pb (Z = S2) according to 
various calculations referred to above. In Fig. 2 
we hav{l s~own the d!'Jpendep.cf:l of da(Glcah/4a(B)T 
on q over the 'range (0.001-10 .O)mc. Tfii:! res~lts 
of Florescu-.davrila9 are based on their. high-en
ergy approximation [Eq. (131) of Florescu-Gav
rila9] for the scattering of lo-~er-energy photons 
at f~nit!'l scattering angf!'l/'!. The results of lJlea
surements referred t6 in Sec.·iv are displayed in 
Fig. 2 .. ~t i~ ~ee~ that ~or~-fl).~tor th~o~y is suf
ficient even for high-Z atorp.s over the q range 
be~ow 0.5mc·. The RHF ~pr;n-fl):ctor theory is 
appropria~e to scat~e;ring of photop.s with energies 
greater th~ the K-sh_ell biiJ.ding energy of the 
h_eavy scatterer atom, whereas for photon energies 
le!)s than tJ:!.e K-sheU bindi.ng .energy, NRHF form
f~ctor 'I>'r:e,Q~.c~~oP.s', _c,o~~~~~~~t -o/ith. -p,ew t.heoreti·~ .. 
cal prediction~ b.y ;rp.s_sel _l,IP.<;I. Pratt are found to 
s~o:w agr_e_e!Il.e,~t -~t ~% ~_e'y_~i :below q =.0.2mc .and 
with~.n 15% ,tb,oye q = 0 -~!!'!c _. 

In the q ,range ~ove .0.5mc, .the Florescu-Gav
_ri,l::t9 h~gb.-e~,~:ergy _appr.o~~fll,ation i~ suf_fi_cient near 
the low-q e1,19- ,of .t.IJ,e obser.v,ed _q c;Iistribution for 
,e::tc.h pJ;lot?n e_n,er.gy .o.ve_r -tl;le . .ran:ge OAQ0-2.'75 
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MeV, whereas the form-factor theory is suffi
cient near t~e !ligh-q end. In the int~rmediate-q 
range the. d~str'ipution of da(Blcahl da(O) T is in ex-· 
cellent agreememt with the prediction of the energy 
dependence of the Johnson and Cheng6 exact cal-' 
culation which agrees with the Florescu-Gavrila9 

and NRHF-RllF results at lower- and higher-q . 
ends, resp~ctively. . . 

This comparison leads to the conclusion that 
the Florescu-Gavrna9· high-energy approximation 
is valid f~r (ql'azm) up to 1.6, 2.5, 3.5, 4.3; md. 
5. 7 co~rel?ponding to inddent photon energies 
(greater than five times the K-sheli binding i;m
ergy) 0.412, 0.662, 0.889, i.33, and 2.75 MeV, 
respeCtively (h~re a is the fine-str~cture. con
stant and m is the electron-rest-mass energy). 
The corresponding q I aZ m values above which the 
NRHF-RHF form.:.factor approximation is aci~- . 
quate are.1.9, 3:5, 5.0, 6.2,-and 7·.o: Fo~ inter
mediate values of q I aZ mat each of these ener
gies Johnson-Cheng6 calculat~ons give excell~~t 
aireement with the measure:ments'. · 
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NEW MEASUREMENTS OF COHERENT AND INCOHERENT ATOMIC SCATTERING 
FACTORS USING RADIOACTIVE GAMMA RAY SOURCES 

Swapan K. SEN GUPTA, Niranjan C. PAUL, Jahnabi BOSE, Satyendra C. DAS and Nirmalendu 
.CHAUDHURI 
Department of Physics, University of North Bengal, Pin 734430, Darjeeling, India 

A representative sample of results of our measurements over the photon energy range 0.08-2.00 MeV on coherent and 
incoherent scattering is presented and compared with theoretical predictions resulting from new calculations at photon energies 
below and above the K-shell binding energy of heavy atoms. The present results taken with some other recent measurements near 
and far from K-absorption edges of tile scatterer atom help identify the region in photon energy and momentum transfer for the 
applicability of various theoretical predictions for photon coherent scattering. The Hartree-Fock model for bound electron 
incoherent s<,:attering is found to be adequate in explaining the measured whole atom incoherent scattering factors over the whole 
momentum transfer range investigated. 

1. Introduction 

We have made a s·eries of precision measure
ments of the scattering of photons over the 
energy range 0.080-2.00 MeV. In this paper we 
make a presentation of present results of 
coherent and incoherent scattering of photons 
for a number of representative low, medium, and 
high Z atoms together with some results of other 
measurements in such a Way as to indicate the 
degree to which these measurements serve as a 
test of the various calculations. 

2. Measurement 

Absolute measurements of the differential 
·· atomic scattering cross sections were made as a 
, . function of photon .momentu'm transfer to the 
>:: bound atomiC electrons defined by q = 

2 k sim( fJ/2) · where k is the incident photon 
energy in units of ele~tron rest-mass energy, and 
() is the scattering angle [1]. The essentials rele
vant to the present measurements in the sym
metrical scattering arrangements (fig. 1) are 
mentioned. The gamma ray sources included 
radioactive isotopes 201Pb (47 keV), 241Am 
(59.54 keV), 171Tfm (84.30 keV), 141Ce (145 keV), 
203Hg (279.2 keV), 137Cs (662 keV), 65Zn 
(1.115 MeV), 60Co (1.17 and 1.33 MeV) and 124Sb 

(2.09 MeV), the source strength being in the 
range 3 mCi for 241Am to 750 mCi for 124Sb. the 
differential cross section measurements were 
done for 15 elements representing low, medium 
and high Z atoms. At scattering angles above 15° 
(fig. 1b ), we separated the coherent peak from 
the incoherent peak in the scattered spectrum 
using suitable Nal (TI) detectors. The pulse 
height spectra were accumulated in a NDllOO 
multichannel analyzer. 

3. Results: theoretical and experimental 

3.1. Coherent scattering 

We have measured coherent scattering from a 
number of low, medium, and high Z represen-

T 

~D 
(a) 

r--- -----------------, 
' ' ' ' ' ' 

,.//s/~l-·:// 
' ' ' ' 

/ D / (b) 
L-- ------------------.! 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement 
for (a) small, and (b) large-angle scattering measurements. 
S-source, T -target, and D-detector. 
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tative elements covering a momentum-transfer 
range (0.001-0.15)mc. The results of measure
ments presented here are of energy 0.145 MeV 
(fig. 2), 0.662 and 1.33 MeV (fig. 3). The 
differential cross sections have been computed 
using F(q,z) values based on nonrelativistic 
Hartree-Fock (NRHF) wave functions [2, 3]. In 
fig. 4 we haye shown the dependence of 
[ du( O)coh/dfl]/[ du( O)r/dfl] (i.e. IF(q,z )12

) for Pb 
on q over the range (0.001-10)mc. In addition to 
the data points from our own measurements on 
Pb we have included in fig. 4 the data points for 
Pb from other recent measurements of (1) 
Schumacher et al. [4], photon energies 412 keV 
(eight data points), 622 keV (seven data points), 
889 keV (nine data points), 1.12 MeV (nine data 
points) and 2.75 MeV (eight data points); (2) 
Hardie et al. [5], photon energy 1.33 MeV (ten 
data points); (3) Kahane et al. [6], photon energy 

A 

E 

10 

20 40 60 80 

ATOUIC NUMBER l 

Fig. 2. Experimental scattering cross sections du(O)coh/d.f.l (in 
b.sr-1

) with 0.145 MeV photons (A) for q = 0.0095mc, (B) for 
q = O.Ol4mc, (C) for q = O.Ol9mc, (D) for q = 0.04mc and (E) 
for q = 0.05mc compared with predictions from dO.(O)coh/d.f.l = 
du(O)r/d.f.!IF(q, z )1 2 (i.e. coherent). 

A 

100 
B 

c 

20 40 60 80 

ATOMIC NUMBER Z 

Fig. 3. Experimental scattering cross section, du(0).01/d.f.l (in 
b·sr- 1

) with 0.662 MeV photons (A) for q = 0.027mc, with 
1.33 MeV photons (B) for q = 0.045mc and (C) for q = 
0.09mc compared with du(O)coh/d.f.l = du(O)r/d.f.!IF(q, z )1 2 

(i.e. coherent) and du(O)inc/d.f.l = du(O}Kr;/d.f.!S(q, z) (i.e. in
coherent). tot is the sum of the coherent ~nd incoherent 

6.84 MeV (one data point). The data points for 
photons in the energy range 25-145 keV are dis
played in figs. 5 and 6. The theoretical predictions 
for the differential cross section in units of Thom
son cross section per electron have been obtained 
from the following calculations:· (1) NRHF form 
factor by Cromer and Mann [2], compiled by 
Hubbell et al. [3]; (2) relativistic Hartree-Fock 
(RHF) calculation of the atomic form factor· by . 
Doyle and Turner [7], Cromer and Weber [8] and 
0verb0 [9], compiled by Hubbell et al. [10]; (3) 
atomic shell-wise calculation of the Rayleigh scat
tering amplitudes by Johnson and Cheng [11], 
Cornille and Chapdeline [12], and Kissel and Pratt 
(KP) [13]; (4) atomic K-shell Rayleigh scattering 
amplitudes by Florescu and Gavrila [14]; and (5) 
atomic coherent scattering factors corrected for 
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Fig. 4. [du(l:l)coh/d!l]/[du(l:l}r/d!l] plotted versus q(mc). 

forward angle dispersion terms by Cromer and 
Liberman (CL) [15]. 

3.2. Incoherent scattering at small momentum 
transfer 

We have taken measurements of a number of 
selected atoms with Z = 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 16, 21, 26, 
29, 30, 50, 74, 79, 80, and 82 covering a momen
tum transfer range (0.3-0.12)mc using nearly 
monoenergetic photon beams over an energy 
range 0.5-2.0 MeV. The completed measure
ments included here for presentation are atoms 
of Z = 13, 16, _ 29, 50, and 82 for photons of 
energies 0.662 and 1.33 MeV. The results are 
presented in figs. 3, 7 and 8. In figs. 3 and 7 the 
coherent scattering has not been subtracted from 
the experimental total cross section measure
~ents · in order to compare more clearly the 
measurements and predictions in the small 
momentum transfer region, where the binding 
effect is important. 

to" 
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A RHF FORM FACTOR Au 

B RHF FORil FACTOR CORRECTED 
FOR DISPERSION Au--<>----<>---<> 

'l(mcl 

0 
A 

Fig. 5. Plot of [da-(l:l)coh/d!l]/[du(l:l}r/d!l versus momentum 
transfer q in units of me for Z = 79. Theoretical predictions: 
(A) form factor (solid line); (B) RHF form factor corrected 
for dispersion of line width small circles). Experimental 
points: e 25.19 keV, /:c,. 35.84 keV, D 46.00 keV liiW 55.37 keV, 
0 74.96 keV (all from Tirsell [16]); _, 84.30 keV (present 
measurements). 

4. Discussion and' conclusions 

The new results of coherent scattering cross 
sections for representative low, medium, and 
high Z atoms over photon energies of 0.145-
1.33 MeV are considered in figs. 2 and 3 with a 
basic interpretation of form factor approximation 
based on the HF model calculation of F(q, z) [3], 
which adequately interprets measured atomic 
scattering factors over a momentum-transfer 
range (0-0.15)mc. The interpretation of the data 
over a wider momentum-transfer range for the 
scattering of photons up to several MeV is con
sidered in fig. 3 in terms of various theories 
mentioned in section 3.1. It is seen that the form 
factor theory is appropriate to scattering of pho
tons with energies greater than the K-shell bind
ing energy of the heavy scatterer atoms. 

In the q range above 0.5mc (fig. 4) the 
Florescu-Gavrila [14] high energy approximation 
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Fig. 6. Plot of [ du(O)roh/dnt[ du(O)r!d.O vs mome_ntum transfer 
q in me units for Z = .82. Theoretical predictions: (B) dispersion 
corr~cted form-··-··-; (E) KP calculations with 59.54 keV for 
K + L + M + N shells - - - ; (F) KP calculations using 59.54 ke V 
for· K +L+ M:· shells-:-:. Experimental points: 'II 59 .. 54'keV 
(Schumacher [4]); !:::,. 145.00 keV (Nath [17]); e 145.00 keV 
·(Hauser [18]); e 145.00 keV (present measurements). 

is sufficient near. the low q end; of. the observed q 
distribution for each. of .the pho.ton energies. over 
the_· range 0.400-2.75 MeV, whereas the form 
factor theory is sufficient near the high q end. In 
the intermediate. q ,range the distribution of 
[ du( O)coh/dil]/[ du( O)T/dil] is in excellent 
agreement ,with the prediction of the · energy 
dependence of the Johnson and Cheng [11] exact 
calculation, which agrees with· Florescu-Gavrila 
[14] and NRHF-RHF results at lower and higher 
ends, respectively. This leads to the conclusion 
that the Florescu-Gavrila high energy ap
pro~imation is .valid for, q/a.Zm up to 1.6, 2.5, 
3.5,.4.3 and5.7 corresponding to incident photon 
energies (greater than five times the K-shell 
binding. energy of high Z atoms) 0.412, 0.662 

i 
:0 
.D • 

e 
_gt.O 

zo 40 60 80 
ATOMIC NUMBER Z 

Fig. 7. Experimental scattering cross section '(0) of 
0.662 MeV photons at q ,= 0.107mc. with predictions inc, coh 
and tot as in caption ohig. 3, · 

0.889, 1.33 and 2:75 MeV, respectively (pere a is 
the fine structure constant and m is the electron 
rest-mass energy) .. The corresponding q/a.Zm 
values ~bove which thtNRHF-RHF forin factor 
approximation" fs adequate are 1.9, 3.5, 5:0, 6.2 
and 7.0. For intermediate values of q/a.Zm at 
each of these energies, the Johnson and Cheng 
calculations give excellent agreement with. the 
measurements. :,· · 

At photon energies below and near the K-shell 
binding energies- of scatterer atoms the data are 
considered in figs. 5 and 6. In .reference to the 
respective ratios Ek/E (in the range 0.55-3.20 for 
Au and 0.6-3.49 for Pb. at an interval of 0.1 near 
EKIE = 1) of the k-edge. energy to the incident 
photon energy, E, in different regions of q-dis
tributions, . we notice in fig. 5 that at photon 
energies with Ek!E > 1 and in the range 0.05 < 
q < 0.1, the data points show better agreement 
with values intermediate between the predictions 
of the · RHF form factor calculations and dis
persion corrected CL calculations. We also find 
som~ indications of. explicit dependence on the 
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Fig. 8. Incoherent scattering factor vs. momentum transfer. Present measurements (circles with error bar) compared' with 
calculations based on NRHF model [3]. 

photon energy beyond q = 0.1 (fig. 6). The data 
points with q < O.f do not show such energy 
dependence (fig. 5) as expected from the fun
damental condition of form factor ap
proximation. The points with Ek/E < 1 agree 
with dispersion corrected CL calculations. New 
theoretical predictions according to the new S
matrix calculation of KP and the results of CL 
calculations are shown in fig. 6 with the display
ing of the data points with EkE > 1 and Ek/ k < 1. 
We note a close agreement be~ween these two 
predictions which agree with the data for several 
photon energies. At small q below 0.05 and for 
Ek/ E > 1, the RHF form factor prediction in 
close agreement· with those of CL calculations 
appears to be the best approximation to KP 
predictions. In some recent papers [4, 5, 13], the 
experimental data have not been considered for 
a wider q range and have. not been compared 
with various theoretical predictions discussed 
above. This presentation reveals the ranges of 
agreement of various calculations with the data 
and is an improvement over previous work. 

The present data on S(q, z) for low, medium, 

and high Z atoms (fig. 8) over the momentum 
transfer range (0.03-0.12)mc are seen to be in 
reasonable agreement with incoherent scattering 
function approximations based on the configura
tion interaction (Brown [18]) and new HF wave 
functions [2]. This means that the effect of elec
tron binding which is effectively revealed at low 
momentum transfer (q < 0.1) incoherent scatter
ing processes is accounted for satisfactorily. 

The authors are grateful to North Bengal 
University and U.G.C., Govt. of India. 
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